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Presenter
Presentation Notes
DMIT comes to the Steering Committee every year to request approval of the Annual Work PlanTherefore at the end of this presentation there will be an action item.



Goal of DMIT
“Ensure that available hydrologic, 
environmental, and other pertinent data 
collected throughout the region are identified, 
inventoried, and accessible to support the 
CFWI technical initiatives and CFWI regulatory 
activities.”
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The goal of DMIT is to ensure that data collected throughout the region are identified, inventoried, and accessible to support CFWI initiatives.DMIT is a sub-team of the WRAT and is made up of wetland scientists, geologists, and others from the three WMDs and consultants working for PWS utilities



Major DMIT Tasks over past 6 years

• Created an inventory of existing monitoring data 
(DMIT CFWI Inventory)
– GIS interface with links to data sources

• Determined data collection needs and developed 
work plan to meet those needs

– Regional Monitoring Program Summary Report (June 2014)
– First DMIT Hydrogeologic Work Plan FY 2015-FY2020 
– DMIT Work Plan is updated annually
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
List of major DMIT tasks that have been developed over the past six years



DMIT Hydrogeologic Work Plan
• Purpose is to delineate a schedule and 

construction details for development of  new 
hydrogeologic monitoring sites

• Resources monitored include
• Wetland monitoring with transects and Surficial Aquifer 

wells
• Regional water level monitoring

– Surficial aquifer 
– Upper Floridan aquifer
– Lower Floridan aquifer

• Other Parameters such as Water Quality and Rainfall
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Work Plan is updated annually to address the changing data needs of the technical teams within the CFWI process



FY2015-FY2025 DMIT Well Status
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Wetland Sites Wetland SA General SA UFA LFA

2015 0 0 2 3 1

2016 13 4 5 4 2

2017 8 7 7 7 3

2018 9 5 8 6 2

2019 19 17 5 3 7

Total (2015-2019): 49 33 27 23 15

2020 16 14 5 9 8

2021-2025 42 37 26 14 13

Total (2015-2025): 107 84 58 46 36

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This table indicates both completed and proposed numbers for wetland sites and wells for the entire DMIT project timeline; FY2015 thru FY2025 Black horizontal line separates the completed sites, above, from the proposed sites, below.The “wetland sites” column represents wetland transect monitoring sitesThe “wetland SA” column represents surficial aquifer wells at wetland monitoring sitesThe “general SA” column represents surficial aquifer wells at sites other than wetland monitoring sites“UFA” column is upper Floridan aquifer monitoring site“LFA” column is lower Floridan aquifer monitoring site     The highlighted line are those  wells to be completed this fiscal yearI will go over the progress we have made this year in the next few slides



Wetland Site Transects Targeted/Completed
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Only FY2020 in-progress sites shown. Targets not met are incorporated into 
future Work Plans as appropriate 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Blue bar represents sites in-progressGreen bar represents completed sitesRed bar represents targeted sitesWetland sites for FY 2019 – targeted 20 and completed 19



Surficial Aquifer (SA) Wells Targeted/Completed
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Only FY2020 in-progress sites shown. Targets not met are incorporated into future 
Work Plans as appropriate 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Wetland SA wells for FY2019 – Targeted 17 and completed 17 General SA wells for FY 2019 – Targeted 6 and completed 5



UFA/LFA Wells Targeted/Completed
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Only FY2020 in-progress wells shown. Targets not met are incorporated into future 
Work Plans as appropriate 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
UFA wells for FY 2019 – Targeted 4 and completed 3LFA wells for FY2019 – Targeted 8 and completed 7To summarize, DMIT targeted a total of 55 monitoring wells/wetlands for completion in FY 2019 and completed 51 of the 55. 25 sites are in-progress, in-progress means that we have at least site access to the sites, some of these sites may be completed in subsequent years



Additional Measures Being 
Implemented to Further Construction

• Coordinate with stakeholders to assist with 
site development

• Continue to identify District land 
opportunities
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Some additional measures being implemented to further construction include:Coordination with stakeholders to assist with site development. The Districts are continuing to work with local govts. and private landowners to gain access permissionsThe Districts are also identifying District land opportunities



Implementation Costs

1Cost is budgeted but may be lower based on actual construction performed
2Cost is estimated for the five-year period and subject to the
availability of Legislative appropriation or State funding. 10

Fiscal Year Total Implementation Costs (in millions)

2015 $0.63 

2016 $0.70 

2017 $2.78 

2018 $3.51 

2019 $7.74 

20201 $9.16 

2021-20252 $14.43

Total $38.95

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 The total DMIT budget number decreased slightly from last year’s Work Plan; last year’s budget was $39.26.The decrease in budget from last year is due to an overall reduction in construction costs and the removal of one wetland well from the  DMIT Work Plan.



Evaluation of Four Proposed
LFA wells 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
As part of the annual analysis of proposed monitoring sites to determine if there is still an existing need, four proposed LFA wells located in the SE portion of the CFWI, within SJRWMD, were evaluated (wells indicated by text boxes).The need for these wells was discussed with CFWI stakeholders including DMIT members, other WRAT Subteams such as HAT, and the gw modeling and regulatory staff at SJRWMD.The need for these wells was evaluated for several reasons including the fact that: There are no proposed or existing LFA withdrawals in this area within the 20 year planning horizon.The spatial distribution of existing LFA monitoring wells appears to be  sufficient at this time, and meets the “minimum” DMIT monitoring option, which was the option recommended by the Steering Committee in 2014.Three of the four LFA wells proposed to be deleted are located outside the current LFA boundary in the ECFTX model.Water use permit monitoring is already required at the proposed LFA production well fields to be located in Polk and Western Osceola county.After discussion with the tech teams and based on discussion at the MOC, it was concluded that the 4 wells will remain in the Work Plan but that the timing and construction of the wells will be subject to confirmation of need through further analysis



Additional Activities in FY2019
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• Uniform electronic database for storing wetland site 
data is 95% complete

• Met with DMIT stakeholders and other WRAT sub-
teams to discuss remaining site locations

• Produced water quality maps for the GAT subteam 
• Updated the DMIT CFWI Inventory

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The uniform electronic database is being developed to store wetland site data to include items such as photographs and field notes; it should be complete and available on-line to stakeholders by June of this year. DMIT met with other sub-teams (EMT, MFL, and HAT) this year to discuss the proposed locations for the remaining monitoring sites. Based on review of new information available through groundwater modeling and monitoring data DMIT wants to ensure that the remaining sites are ideally located.   Also, produced water quality maps for the GAT subteamUpdated the DMIT CFWI inventory, as mentioned earlier



Action Item

DMIT requests approval of the DMIT 
Hydrogeologic Annual Work Plan (FY2020-2025) 
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Extra Slides



Four LFA wells within SJRWMD 
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Four LFA Wells

Presenter
Presentation Notes




Evaluation of Four Proposed LFA wells
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